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The business environment continues to challenge 
organizations with uncertain revenue and volatile 
raw materials costs while new technologies 
reduce the margin for errors and risk - taking. In a 
climate brought about by these concerns, 
corporate profits remain under pressure and any 
slip up may result in losses.  Business managers 
and their stakeholders—more than ever need to 
rein in costs, cut wastage and increase productivi-
ty. That is the purpose of this course.

The course will be facilitated by Kenny Tay, 
FCCA, FCMA, who is a financial skills training 
professional for many years. Among the clients he 
had worked with on this include all major banks, 
FMCG businesses and government linked 
companies as well as professional bodies like the 
ACCA and the Institute of Singapore Chartered 
Accountants. Kenny is the principal training 
facilitator at Finet Associates as well as the CEO 
of Australia New Zealand Institute, a workplace 
training organization and human capital develop-
ment company. He is also the author of two books 
— Corporate and Business Lending, and Critical 
Financial Review.

1. Business performance and its drivers
 - The income statement – measuring results
 - Costs, pricing and profit relationship

2. Cost revenue relationships
 - Organizational costs
 - Total costs and the components
 - Contribution and breaking even

3. Profitability improvement
 - Understanding the corporate return on investment
 - Product and service costing
 - Mathematics of cost savings
 - Areas for potential cost improvement

4. Avoiding corporate wastage
 - Balance sheet review
 - Business operations

5. Implementation of cost management initiatives
 - Causes of failure of cost reduction efforts
 - The cost audit and its value
 - Preparation for implementation

6. Capital expenditure investments
  - The ROI and cost benefit analysis
  - Risk discounting & spending justification
 - Common issues for considerations
 - Post capital spending review

Course Objective

Content Synopsis



This program will be delivered in a combination of discussions with illustrations, situation analysis and self-reflection exercises. 
Participants are expected to engage strategic thinking. 
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